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Report _ BRAMPTON Committee of Council 

Committee of the Council ofbrampton.ca FIOWGr City 
The Corporation of the City of Brampton 

Date: May 16lh, 2013 COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL 

date: May 2fl tlfift
File: P26SB 007 

Subject: Status Report: "Downtown Etobicoke Creek Revitalization Studies" 

Contact: Alex Taranu, Manager, Planning, Design & Development (905-874-3454) 

Overview: 

•	 As outlined in the April 3rd report to Council, the City of Brampton and TRCA staff has 
initiated a joint study process to assess the feasibility of permanently eliminating the 
flooding in the City's downtown. 

•	 The purpose of the current report is to update the Committee on the status of the 
studies, to present the most current urban design concepts for the Etobicoke Creek 
and Rosalea park area and the preliminary work to assess flood mitigation solutions 
from flood and risk as well as urban design and land use perspectives. 

•	 TRCA is leading the hydrology and engineering component of the Downtown 
Brampton Flood Protection Feasibility Study prepared by AMEC; an initial list of 
potential mitigation options has been submitted for further consideration. 

•	 The Urban Design and Land Use component of the joint study lead by the City was 
awarded to The Planning Partnership who has prepared a background report 
identifying preliminary issues and opportunities, relevant case studies and preliminary 
urban design and land use concepts for this key area of Downtown. 

•	 Summarized as "The City Faces the River, the City Rediscovers the River" the
 
revitalization and redevelopment principles include the role of the creek and park in
 
city-building, integration of flood mitigation measures, relationships between flexible,
 
high quality public realm and private built form, enhancement of connectivity and
 
placemaking for a memorable, sustainable, all day/all seasons place.
 

•	 Staff and the joint team is planning to continue to work based on these principles and
 
concepts, present a more detailed report with the findings in the Fall (including
 
preliminary "range of magnitude" estimates) and initiate the stakeholder and public
 
communication and engagement.
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Recommendations: 

1.	 THAT the Planning Report from Alex Taranu dated May 16th, 2013 to the Committee 
of Council meeting of May 29th, 2013 re: "Status Report: Downtown Etobicoke 
Creek Revitalization Study" be received; 

2.	 THAT staff be directed to continue the work based on the principles and concepts 
outlined, to present the key preliminary concepts and findings (including preliminary 
estimates) in the Fall and to initiate stakeholder and public communication. 

Background 

The Downtown Special Policy Area and floodplain issues have been subject to work for many 
years. At the same time the area around the Etobicoke Creek and Rosalea park has been 
identified since the Council approved Downtown Urban Design Vision (2005) as a key asset 
to the redevelopment of the Downtown core and as a major public realm amenity to improve 
the character and marketability of the area. 

Following the January, 2011 direction from Council, City of Brampton and TRCA staff 
initiated a joint study process to assess the feasibility of eliminating the flooding in the City's 
downtown. This study examines permanent, longer-term solutions to the flooding issue. A 
joint internal Project Team of City and TRCA staff members was established to guide the 
completion of the projects. 

TRCA is leading the hydrology and engineering component of the Downtown Brampton 
Flood Protection Feasibility Study prepared by AMEC; an initial list of potential mitigation 
options has been submitted for further consideration. 

The City leads the Urban Design and Land Use component of the joint study. 

Staff tabled the "Downtown Floodplain Studies - Downtown Brampton Special Policy Area 
comprehensive Flood Risk and Management Analysis and Downtown Etobicoke Creek 
Revitalization Study" report and presentation to Committee of Council on April 3rd, 2013 with 
focus on the policy work but also summarizing the status of the feasibility studies at that time. 

The present report is following up Recommendation CW105-2013 arising from the 
Committee meeting (see Appendix 1) 

The purpose of the report is to: 

a) Provide a status update of the joint TRCA/City feasibility studies to address the 
revitalization of the Etobicoke Creek area and permanent solutions to flooding. 

b) Present the potential flood and risk mitigation options with a preliminary assessment of 
their impact 

c) Present the preliminary urban design and land use concepts updating and refining the 
Downtown Urban Design Vision for this key area of the Downtown Core 

d) Seek direction to continue with detailed work and to report back to Council with the 
outcome. 
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Current Situation 

A. Downtown Brampton Flood Protection Feasibility Study Update (TRCA/AMEC) 

An overview of the Downtown Brampton Flood Protection Feasibility Study was presented to 
Committee of Council on April 3, 2013. The report included a description of technical studies 
that have recently been completed by TRCA in support of the Flood Protection Feasibility 
Study and other planning initiatives within the Etobicoke Creek watershed. These studies 
resulted in the identification and characterization of the existing flood risk within the Special 
Policy Area (SPA). An overview of the Flood Protection Feasibility Study's objectives, 
methodology and preliminary findings were also presented. 

The goal of the Flood Protection Feasibility Study is to examine options to reduce and/or 
eliminate the Regional storm event flood, or in other words, to prevent as much water from 
spilling out of the by-pass channel as possible. In the April 3rd Committee of Council report 
TRCA staff committed to providing further details on the findings to the Committee of Council 
in May 2013. 

The full update of this component of the studies is in Appendix 3. Following is a summary of 
the main findings and graphics: 

The "long list of alternatives" includes 13 mitigation options under 5 general categories: 
Conveyance Improvements, Flood Control, Diversion, Floodproofing and Land Acquisition. 
Options can be considered "permanent" or "non-permanent". 
The long list of alternatives includes: 

Alternative 'A': Conveyance Improvements 
1. Church Street Flood Berm 
2. Rosalea Park Flood Berm 
3. Combined Flood Protection Landform (permanent) 
4. Bridge Improvements (permanent) 
5. Lower By-pass Channel (permanent) 
6. Widen By-pass Channel (permanent) 
7. Downstream Channel Improvements (permanent) 

Alternative B': Flood Control 

8. Online Dam(s) 
9. Offline Stormwater Management (multiple ponds upstream of Brampton)
 
10.Offline Stormwater Management (storage tank)Alternative «C: Diversion
 
11 .Creating a second by-pass channel (permanent)
 

Alternative D': Floodproofing 
12. Floodproofing individual buildings 

Alternative E': Land Acquisition 

Alternative 'F: Combinations of the above 
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All of the options listed above have undergone a preliminary assessment based on their 
potential to reduce flood levels (based on hydraulics/technical merit). The following is a 

summary of criteria considered to determine which options would be carried forward to a 
short list of alternatives: functional flood reduction; regulatory (policy) flood reduction; relative 
economic outlay; frequency of flood risk; depth of flooding; upstream flood impacts. 

The new details for Conveyance Improvements include: 
- Widening the by-pass channel 
- Deepening the by-pass channel 
- Block flows from exiting the by-pass channel 

Measures such as berms are illustrated in Figure 1 

Figure 1: Preliminary Berm Locations 

For a detailed analysis of these mitigation options below please see Appendix 3 

The Landform feature 

The landform feature option was investigated during the Feasibility Study. The footprint 
required to meet the Provincial design criteria is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that this 
option will require significantly more land than a berm, however it would allow for different 
development policies to be applied within the downtown area if the Regulatory flooding could 
be eliminated. 
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Approximate location of Flood 
Protection Landform 
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Figure 2: Preliminary Landform Location 
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Figure 3: landform (permanent) vs. Berm (non-permanent) 

Figure 3 shows the design specifications for a landform. Once the landform is in place, it is 
very important that the structural integrity of the feature be maintained. For this reason, there 
will be restrictions placed as to what used could be implemented on the landform. Table 4 in 
Appendix 3 summarizes the restrictions in place for the Lower Don Landform. 



Combinations (widening, deepening, blocking) 

It is most likely that a combination of alternatives will provide the most viable solution. This is 
due to the existing land use constraints and the constraints presented by the location of 
existing services and infrastructure. In reality, the volume of water that needs to be managed 
to control the Regulatory flood risk is so large, one mitigation option would not provide 
enough impact on its' own. 

Widening of the natural section of channel, downstream of the SPA, would be required to 
address the issue of flood water backing up into the SPA due to the bottleneck downstream. 
The combinations of mitigation options that were analyzed to address the spill into the upper 
portion of the SPA (downtown core) include: 

•	 Flood berm + widen by-pass (Eliminate spill functionally, partially 'non-permanent') 
•	 Flood landform + widen by-pass (Eliminate spill from functional and policy perspective, 

'permanent') 
•	 Widen by-pass + lower by-pass (reduce flood depths in SPA by 0.5 to 0.7 m) 

An additional combination, yet to be assessed, will determine the flood protection landform 
height and footprint required if it is implemented in combination with by-pass channel 
widening and lowering. The benefit is expected to be a reduction in the FPL footprint and the 
associated impact to existing built-form surrounding Rosalea Park. 

Flood Mitigation May Not Cause Flooding Upstream 

It is important to note that under Provincial regulations, one cannot mitigate flood risks in one 
location if it causes an increase in flood risk at another location. Therefore, if flood mitigation 
measures are to be implemented in downtown Brampton any upstream impacts must also be 
mitigated (prior to works on the downtown mitigation) and this should form part of the budget 
and scheduling process. 

Flood Mitigation/Urban Design Integration workshop 

An Integration Workshop was held with City of Brampton, TRCA, AMEC Environment and 
Infrastructure and The Planning Partnership and several interesting synergies and 
constraints were raised that will help to inform future scenarios to be analyzed. For example, 
an iterative process of balancing the required width of channel for optimal flood reduction 
with the minimum required width of channel to meet urban design objectives was undertaken. 
Using this information AMEC will be able to refine the modelling based on the refined targets 
for width of channel. 

Now that the overall vision, constraints and opportunities have been identified, the two teams 
will continue to work together over the summer months, through an iterative process, to 
refine the original mitigation option scenarios even further, with the urban design and land 
use objectives. 
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B. Urban Design and Land Use Study (The Planning Partnership) 

The purpose of the Urban Design and Land Use Study component is to update and detail the 
Vision for the revitalization of the Etobicoke Creek Downtown portion and adjacent lands, to 
maximize the city-building benefit of the proposed engineering recommendations provided by 
the TRCA study, and to integrate technical flood mitigation strategies with the urban fabric 
and vision for downtown development. This study component primarily encompasses the 
area of interface between Etobicoke Creek and the Downtown core {See Appendix 2). 

The following is a summary of the main findings and materials at this stage of the project: 

Urban Design concepts for revitalization of the Etobicoke Creek Area 

Work on the integration and redevelopment of the Etobicoke Creek/Rosalea Park area within 
the Downtown development has begun in the 90's. In 2005 the Downtown Urban Design 
Vision approved by Council identified this as a Special Character Area and included 
provisions for a key asset to the Downtown as a major open space integrated within the 
complex open space system and bordered by prominent built form. Concepts such as the 
Riverwalk were illustrated conceptually and examples of precedents were included. 
In 2009 work started on a potential master planning exercise for the park in conjunction with 
the Ken Whilans EA process and the Downtown Urban Design Vision was updated. 

The urban design and land use work being undertaken by the Planning Partnershipjs based 
on these precedents and it trying to balance the downtown redevelopment needs in terms of 
open space and built form with the integration of flood mitigation measures. 

The consultant's work to date can be summarized as it follows: 

- Performed an assessment of the work to date and of the current condition with 
constraints and opportunities focusing on the key topics: built form/streets, public 
realm/Rosalea Park and Connectivity/Trails/creek. 

- Summarized a series of principles for the revitalization, redevelopment and integration of 
the area, identifying it as a major potential asset, attraction and character element. 

- Performed research and identified relevant examples, case studies of similar projects 
across the world with lessons that could be applied 

- Developed preliminary urban design concepts for the Etobicoke Creek Area including a 
context plan, linkages, open space and potential built form concepts based on the technical 
work done to date by AMEC for TRCA. 

As part of this preliminary work the 
consultant has assessed the shortlisted 
mitigation options and potential solutions 
and is working to integrate them within an 
updated and expanded urban design 
concept for the area. A joint site visit to 
the Don River Park Flood Mitigation 
Landform Downtown Toronto in April 
provided additional detail indicated how 
such a potential solution could work and 
be implemented. (See Appendix 4 for 
details and photos) 
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Etobicoke Creek Area Revitalization - Background Analysis and Principles 

The consultant analysis of the background and the existing condition identified opportunities 
and constraint and has focused on the following main issues: Built Form / Streets; Public 
Realm / Rosalea Park; Trail / Creek / Connectivity. 

Based on the background and existing condition analysis, the consultant summarized in a 
preliminary form a number of general principles for the revitalization of the Etobicoke Creek 
in its Downtown portion. Summarized as "The City Faces the River, the City Rediscovers 
the River" these principles include the role of the revitalized creek in city-building, the 
integration of flood mitigation measures, the positive relationship between flexible, high 
quality public realm and private built form, enhancement of connectivity and focus on active 
transportation and most importantly the application of the placemaking principles to the 
creation of a memorable, sustainable, 24/7 and all seasons, flexible space. 

Principles 
The Planning Partnership has summarized the following revitalization and redevelopment 
principles for the main issues of work in the area - see Appendix 5 for details 

The Planning Partnership also looked at the entire context of the area and is proposing to 
apply these general urban design principles in a conceptual Framework Plan. 

Potential Development Blocks are also identified for residential, business and institutional 
uses based on the main potential characteristics of the area: area as major attraction; 
reconnect to natural feature of river; special character area / and business attractions; linked 
to mobility hub 

a m 
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Urban Design Concept Plan 
The consultant developed an exploratory concept plan for discussion. The concept plan 
indicates potential treatments of the revitalized channel, the integration of a flood protection 
landform (FPL) in a completely revamped Rosalea Park, enhancement of access, linkages 
and the trail system, potential built form to take advantage of the views and public space 
assets created. Potential alternative concepts for the redevelopment and integration of 
Rosalea Park are being explored. 
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Tne proposed urban design concept plan is based on the "primary connection - to bring 
downtown to the river" 

Based on the preliminary study by AMEC and a number of examples and case studies, The 
Planning Partnership explored the opportunities to reconfigure the channel to allow public 
use, beautification and transform the channel from a fenced off-limits back into a beautiful, 
attractive public space, a place where people will use and enjoy and also to convey an 
increased quantity of water, reduce flood risk. Ideas such as replacement of the channel 
slope with useable steps with platforms and vista points, partial naturalization, integration of 
the promenades and trails are being explored. Other potential concepts will be further 
explored such as other configurations and possibilities for deepening of the channel, in order 
to reduce public risk, ensure safety and also to ensure a high quality of public realm and this 
newly rediscovered face of Downtown. 
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The Planning Partnership also explored built form framing the public realm and illustrated 
with examples from some of the most desirable and attractive cities of the world the concepts 
of new development fronting and taking advantage of the revitalized river and its shores, of 
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the redeveloped park system, of the trails, promenade, with treatment at grade including 
active frontages, patios as well as beautiful landscaped areas complete with vegetation, 
street furniture and public art. 

A conceptual rendering illustrates the profound transformation of the channel from public usage 
perspective from a constraint and liability to an asset. 

All these concepts and explorations are still very preliminary and will be further developed as 
part of the joint project. 

Preliminary conclusions 

Based on the conceptual work to date it appears that a number of flood mitigation solutions 
are possible in particular flood conveyance (with channel reconfiguration and the landform 
feature) and possibly upstream storage. Upon a preliminary review it seems that none of the 
shortlisted flood mitigation options while feasible could solve the flood problem by 
themselves. A combination may be the most feasible solution and this will be explored 
through the summer. A formal assessment will be concluded in an EA process. 

Role and place that the revitalized Etobicoke Creek area could play in the downtown 
redevelopment 

Resolving the issue of development within the Special Policy Area and revitalizing the 
Etobicoke Creek area are of high significance to the City. Realization of the City's vision for 
accommodating growth in a vibrant and healthy downtown community in accordance with the 
Provincial Policy direction is a vital component of economic growth and prosperity. The City, 
the Province and private landowners have all made substantial financial investments in 
buildings, civic facilities, transit and other infrastructure. 

In the absence of any major natural attractions, the creek, the valley and the park are the 
major items that could attract development, create a memorable place for people and "put 
Downtown Brampton on the map". This is envisioned together with the two other major 
assets - the Downtown's strong heritage and the increasing role of the Downtown as a 
mobility hub. 

10 
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Next steps 

The joint City TRCA team and both consulting teams will further develop the hydrology and 
engineering as well as the urban design and land use concepts, will assess potential costs 
(at the range of magnitude level), will provide a joint assessment of feasibility and will report 
to Council, (see Appendix 6 for workplan) 

Public engagement and communication opportunities for both the TRCA and City studies will 
be scheduled for the Fall. 

Dan Kraszewski, MCIP, RPP }aul Snape, MCIP, RPP 
Acting Commissioner, Acting Director, 
Planning, Design and Development Development Services 

Authored by: Alex Taranu, Manager, Architectural Design, Planning, Design and Development and Laurian 
Farrell, Senior Manager, Toronto Region Conservation Authority 

Appendices: 

Appendix 1: Committee of Council Recommendations, April 3rd, 2013 

Appendix 2: Urban Design and Land Use Study Area 

Appendix 3: Downtown Brampton Flood Protection Feasibility Study Update Details 
(TRCA/AMEC) 

Appendix 4: Case study: Don River Park and Flood Protection Landform 

Appendix 5: Urban Design and Land Use Study (The Planning Partnership) 

Appendix 6: Work plan and timeline summary 

Appendix 7: Powerpoint presentations 
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APPENDIX 1 
April 3rd Committee of Council Recommendations 
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APPENDIX 2 
Urban Design and Land Use Study- subject area map 
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APPENDIX 3
 

Downtown Brampton Flood Protection Feasibility Study Update Details (TRCA/AMEC)
 

An overview of the Downtown Brampton Flood Protection Feasibility Study was presented to 
Committee of Council on April 3, 2013. The report included a description of technical studies 
that have recently been completed by TRCA in support of the Flood Protection Feasibility 
Study and other planning initiatives within the Etobicoke Creek watershed. These studies 
resulted in the identification and characterization of the existing flood risk within the Special 
Policy Area (SPA). An overview of the Flood Protection Feasibility Study's objectives, 
methodology and preliminary findings were also presented. 

The goal of the Flood Protection Feasibility Study is to examine options to reduce and/or 
eliminate the Regional storm event flood, or in other words, to prevent as much water from 
spilling out of the by-pass channel as possible. The main project objectives are to: 

1. Consolidate and prepare background analysis of previous efforts to mitigate flood risk on 
Etobicoke Creek; 

2. Identify principles and vision guiding the selection of flood mitigation options; 
3. Evaluate the potential fiscal impact of flooding on the Urban Growth Centre; 
4. Select optimal flood mitigation options from a technical perspective; and, 
5. Make recommendations for next steps (i.e., recommend whether or not to proceed with an 

Environmental Assessment and if so, define the scope of this work). 

AMEC Environment and Infrastructure was retained by Toronto and Region Conservation 
Authority (TRCA) in September 2012 to conduct the Feasibility Study. To date, significant 
work has been achieved on objectives #1, 2 and 4, and work has been initiated on objectives 
#3 and 5. The majority of the work for this study falls under objective #4, which involves the 
selection of a long list of potential mitigation options, followed by the selection of a short-list 
of potential mitigation options based on hydraulic benefits (i.e., their ability to reduce flood 
risk) and feasibility of implementation. The April 3rd Committee of Council report presented 
high level preliminary findings of this work. In that report, TRCA staff committed to providing 
further details on the findings to the Committee of Council in May 2013. 

The "long list of alternatives" includes 13 mitigation options under 5 general categories: 
Conveyance Improvements, Flood Control, Diversion, Floodproofing and Land Acquisition. 
Options can be considered "permanent" (not likely to fail) or "non-permanent" (likely to fail). 
The long list of alternatives includes: 

Alternative 'A': Conveyance Improvements 
1. Church Street Flood Berm 
2. Rosalea Park Flood Berm 

3. Combined Flood Protection Landform (permanent) 
4. Bridge Improvements (permanent) 
5. Lower By-pass Channel (permanent) 
6. Widen By-pass Channel (permanent) 
7. Downstream Channel Improvements (permanent) 

14 
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Alternative 'B': Flood Control 

8. Online Dam(s) 
9. Offline Stormwater Management (multiple ponds upstream of Brampton) 
10.Offline Stormwater Management (storage tank) 

Alternative 'C: Diversion 

11.Creating a second by-pass channel (permanent) 

Alternative 'D': Floodproofing 
12. Floodproofing individual buildings 

Alternative 'E': Land Acquisition 

Alternative 'F; Combinations of the above 

All of the options listed above have undergone a preliminary assessment based on their 
potential to reduce flood levels (based on hydraulics/technical merit). The following is a 
complete list of criteria considered to determine which options would be carried forward to a 
short list of alternatives: 

Functional flood reduction - reduction of flood risk to existing properties using non
permanent and/or permanent structures; 

Regulatory (policy) flood reduction - reduction of flood risk to existing properties, with 
benefits for future development, using permanent structures; 

Relative economic outlay - magnitude of costs associated with the construction of each 
mitigation option (note: a detailed cost analysis was not performed at this stage however will 
be conducted for the short-listed options); 

Frequency of flood risk - assessment of the protection provided by each mitigation option 
(e.g., protection to the 350 year storm event, Regional storm event etc.); 

Depth of flooding - potential reduction in the depth of flood for each mitigation option within 
the SPA; 

Upstream flood impacts - assessment of the implications of the proposed mitigation 
options on upstream properties (under Provincial legislation, no flood mitigation may impact 
the flood risk on other properties, therefore any proposed solutions would need to also 
mitigate upstream impacts). 

Overall results show that improvements to channel conveyance (A) will provide the most 
benefit. An interesting finding of the study is that flood control (B) options upstream of 
Brampton provide very little benefit, and were therefore screened out from further study. Two 
options, a second diversion (C) channel and an offline storage tank, were considered to be 
not feasible and were therefore screened out from further study. 

15 
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Flood proofing (D) and Land Acquisition (E) provide localized benefits (at individual 
properties) and have more implications to urban design and landuse. They do not contribute 
significantly to the overall flood reduction potential for the SPA. These options will be 
explored further during the concurrent study integration process. 

"New" Details on Alternatives for Conveyance Improvements 

The information provided above summarized information previously presented to the 
Committee of Council. The following information provides more details on some of the 
mitigation options that have been short-listed for further study. 

During the Regulatory Storm event, the flows from Etobicoke Creek will spill out of the 
bypass channel and travel through the downtown core along the historic river valley, 
ultimately rejoining the creek downstream of the SPA. At the point where the flows from the 
SPA rejoin the creek, they will encounter a "bottle neck" and begin to back-up into the lower 
portion of the SPA. Both of these issues are the result of a lack of sufficient conveyance 
capacity Given the enormous volume of water and the timing of runoff in the upstream 
drainage area, alternatives such as storage (dams, reservoirs, stormwater management 
ponds) have little effect on reducing the flood risk in this area. Upstream storage would also 
be considered to be "non-permanent" protection. As such, the most effective solution will be 
to improve the conveyance. This can be achieved in 4 ways: 

1. Widen the channel (by-pass channel and/or natural channel downstream of SPA) 
2. Deepen the by-pass channel 
3. Block flows from exiting the by-pass channel 
4. Combinations of the above 

The preliminary assessments show that the flood risk can be significantly reduced, if not 
eliminated, in the downtown core by implementing a combination of the conveyance 
improvements listed above. Some of the options will necessitate the acquisition of private 
land(s). It is important to note that the technical assessments have only been conducted at a 
high level and are still preliminary in nature. The assessments should be further refined and 
include consideration for other criteria such as social and economic impacts (a rigorous 
assessment of this nature would be conducted through the Environmental Assessment 
process). For this reason, the maps shown in this report ONLY provide an indication of the 
potential areas for remedial works and do not indicate exact land requirements. 

1. Widening the by-pass channel 

Previous study findings show that in order to eliminate the Regulatory Flood, the channel 
would need to be widened up to 4 times its' existing width. The existing level of development 
in the vicinity of the channel was seen to be a major constraint to this alternative. The 
Planning Partnership completed an assessment of adjacent built-form constraints which 
determined that widening the top of the channel was not feasible at Scott Street or the CNR. 
However, improvements to the channel cross section at these bridges (a form of widening) in 
combination with widening the channel elsewhere (still considered subject to other built-form 
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constraints) would achieve some flood benefits. This has yet to assessed in detail but it is 
known that it would not eliminate the spill into the SPA. Even more benefits could be realized 
if channel widening were to be implemented in combination with channel deepening. Given 
the close proximity of existing development in some areas, it is most likely that widening 
would be limited to the areas adjacent to Rosalea park and downstream of the SPA in the 
existing natural valley. Channel widening through Rosalea Park, which assumes the 
widening of the Church Street bridge, could be reduce flood depths in the downtown core by 
up to 0.2 metres. Depending on the width of the proposed channel, modifications to the four 
existing bridge structures may be required. AMEC Environment and Infrastructure will look at 
channel improvements at the bridge crossings to determine the feasibility of widening at 
these locations and the potential benefits to be realized during the next stage of the 
Feasibility Study, 

2. Deepening the by-pass channel 

Deepening the by-pass channel would involve moving the drop structure from the 
downstream end of the concrete lined by-pass channel to its' upstream end at Church Street. 
This would achieve an additional 2 m or depth through the by-pass, allowing for additional 
hydraulic capacity within the channel and for more water to pass through. This alternative 
has less constraints due to existing development, however, it may have impacts to existing 
municipal infrastructure such as bridge abutments, storm sewer outfalls or other utility 
conduits. Deepening of the channel alone would provide up to a 0.1 m reduction of flood 
depths in the SPA. This option would be most effective in combination with other options. 

3. Block flows from exiting the by-pass channel 

Flows could be contained within the channel by constructing a barrier. Flood berms (also 
referred to as dykes or levees) could be utilized to achieve this goal, however, because there 
is potential for the structures to fail, they would not be considered permanent structures. 
Under Provincial policy, new buildings would not be permitted behind such structures, 
although a berm would reduce the risks to existing buildings. Nonetheless, the requirements 
of berms at Church Street and Rosalea Park were analysed by the consultants. It was found 
that berms 1.7 metres and 2.0 metres high would be required at Church Street (i.e., raise 
Church Street) and Rosalea Park, respectively. The location and footprint of the two berms 
(based on the preliminary assessment only) are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Preliminary Berim Locations 

Recently, TRCA constructed a "landform" feature in the lower Don River valley which served 
to eliminate flooding during the Regulatory storm event in a portion of the City of Toronto. 
There is an important distinction between a berm and a landform, in that a landform is 
considered to be a permanent solution to mitigate flood risks. Working with the Province, 
TRCA has developed the design criteria for a landform, which essentially has a steep slope 
on the side that faces the water (wet side), and a very gradual slope on its' dry side. The dry 
side slope, which is less than 2.5%, is so flat that if the water levels reach the crest of the 
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landform the flows will simply spread out or "sheet" off of the dry side and will not 

compromise the structure by eroding the soils as they travel across it. 

Figure 2: Preliminary Landform Location 

The landform feature option was investigated during the Feasibility Study. The footprint 
required to meet the Provincial design criteria is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that this 
option will require significantly more land than a berm, however it would allow for different 
development policies to be applied within the downtown area if the Regulatory flooding could 
be eliminated. 
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Flood Protection Landform: Water spreads out and flows away 
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Figure 3: Landform (permanent) vs. Berm (non-permanent) 

Figure 3 shows the design specifications for a landform. Once the landform is in place, it is 
very important that the structural integrity of the feature be maintained. For this reason, there 
will be restrictions placed as to what used could be implemented on the landform. The box 
below summarizes the restrictions in place for the Lower Don Landform. 

The following restrictions were required related to intrusions into, through or under the Flood 
Protection Landform (Lower Don) to ensure permanency of flood protection: 

>	 No servicing or utilities are permitted within the FPL 
Services crossing the FPL must do so below the structure and must be water tight 
Any services located in additional fill above the FPL must be designed toensure that no impact to 
FPL will occur in the event of a breach. 
Any intrusions into the FPL must follow guidelines established (see WDL FPL Operations and 
Maintenance Manual) 
Features such as roads or park areas may reside upon FPL including additional soils required to 
facilitate those uses upon approval by TRCA 
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4. Combinations (widening, deepening, blocking) 

It is most likely that a combination of alternatives will provide the most viable solution. This is 
due to the existing land use constraints and the constraints presented by the location of 
existing services and infrastructure. In reality, the volume of water that needs to be managed 
to control the Regulatory flood risk is so large, one mitigation option would not provide 
enough impact on its' own. 

Widening of the natural section of channel, downstream of the SPA, would be required to 
address the issue of flood water backing up into the SPA due to the bottleneck downstream. 
The combinations of mitigation options that were analyzed to address the spill into the upper 
portion of the SPA (downtown core) include: 

•	 Flood berm + widen by-pass (Eliminate spill functionally, partially 'non-permanent') 
•	 Flood landform + widen by-pass (Eliminate spill from functional and policy perspective, 

'permanent') 

•	 Widen by-pass + lower by-pass (reduce flood depths in SPA by 0.5 to 0.7 m) 

An additional combination, yet to be assessed, will determine the flood protection landform 
height and footprint required if it is implemented in combination with by-pass channel 
widening and lowering. The benefit is expected to be a reduction in the FPL footprint and the 
associated impact to existing built-form surrounding Rosalea Park. 

Flood Mitigation May Not Cause Flooding Upstream 

It is important to note that under Provincial regulations, one cannot mitigate flood risks in one 
location if it causes an increase in flood risk at another location. Therefore, if flood mitigation 
measures are to be implemented in downtown Brampton any upstream impacts must also be 
mitigated (prior to works on the downtown mitigation) and this should form part of the budget 
and scheduling process. 

Flood Mitigation/Urban Design Integration workshop 

City of Brampton, TRCA, AMEC Environment and Infrastructure and The Planning 
Partnership have worked together to integrate the design components of potential flood 
remedial options with the urban design and land use vision for the City. Recently an 
Integration Workshop was held and several interesting synergies and constraints were raised 
that will help to inform future scenarios to be analyzed. For example, an iterative process of 
balancing the required width of channel for optimal flood reduction with the minimum required 
width of channel to meet urban design objectives was undertaken. Using this information 
AMEC will be able to refine the modelling based on the refined targets for width of channel. 

Now that the overall vision, constraints and opportunities have been identified, the two teams 
will continue to work together over the summer months, through an iterative process, to 
refine the original mitigation option scenarios even further, with the urban design and land 
use objectives. 
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APPENDIX 4 

Case study: Don River Flood Protection Landform and Park 

A. Construction photos (courtesy of Waterfront Toronto) 



B. Don River Park: Joint Team Site Visit selected photos 

Site specific storm water system	 These features have significant fill ontop of the LPF (5m +) 

Storm water storage system is a landscape/ecological feature	 All structures onsite had to be designed with spread lootings or 
going through the LPF at edge 

The gentle slope ol the main green is matching the dry sideslope ol Signilicant fill at the top with footings provisions; monitoring device 
the LPF (2-3%) on the left side 
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APPENDIX 5:
 

Urban Design and Land Use Study Details (The Planning Partnership)
 

The Etobicoke Creek and Rosalea Park provide opportunities for the City to enhance public 
space and connect residents to important natural features. Rosalea Park is one of the only 
large green spaces in downtown and a cornerstone of the City's vision to host major public 
events through an enhanced network of public spaces. 

The purpose of the Urban Design and Land Use Study is to update and detail the Vision for 
the revitalization of the Etobicoke Creek Downtown portion and adjacent lands, to maximize 
the city-building benefit of the proposed engineering recommendations provided by the 
TRCA study, and to integrate technical flood mitigation strategies with the urban fabric and 
vision for downtown development. 

This study component primarily encompasses the area of interface between Etobicoke Creek 
and the Downtown core {See map in Appendix 2). 

This project was contemplated to: 

a.	 develop a detailed master plan and preferred options for the creek-side public realm of 
Rosalea Park and its vicinity that will guide future implementation plans and 
Environmental Assessments. 

b.	 refine and integrate potential technical solutions to flooding in Regional Storm events 

The objectives of this project are to: 

•	 Consolidate and prepare background analysis of existing City policies toward 
Etobicoke Creek and overland flooding through Downtown; 

•	 Articulate principles and vision guiding urban design and land use around the creek; 
•	 Identify principles for the design of passive creek-side recreational connections; 
•	 Identify and evaluate potential urban design solutions that serve flood mitigation and 

public realm/urban design goals; 
•	 Integrate short-listed flood mitigation strategies provided by TRCA into proposed 

urban design solutions; and 
•	 Select optimal flood mitigation solutions from an urban design perspective as a first 

step in conducting detailed for further EA and future design work. 

As indicated in the April 3rd Report to the Committee of Council, in February 2013 the 
Planning Partnership (TPP) was selected as the main consultant of the Urban Design and 
Land Use Study and proceeded with work in coordination with work by TRCAs consultant 
(AMEC) and guided by the project team. 

Urban Design concepts for revitalization of the Etobicoke Creek Area 

Work on the integration and redevelopment of the Etobicoke Creek/Rosalea Park area within 
the Downtown development has begun in the 90's. In 2005 the Downtown Urban Design 
Vision approved by Council identified this as a Special Character Area and included 
provisions for a key asset to the Downtown as a major open space integrated within the 
complex open space system and bordered by prominent built form. Concepts such as the 
Riverwalk were illustrated conceptually and examples of precedents were included. 
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In 2009 work started on a potential master planning exercise for the park in conjunction with 
the Ken Whilans EA process and the Downtown Urban Design Vision was updated. 

The Special Policy Area update work (subject to a series of Reports to Council including the 
most recent in April3rd, 2013) while focused on policy aspects deals with redevelopment 
issues also includes urban design considerations including the type and redistribution of 
development contemplated in Areas 3A, B, C, at grade treatment and streetscape 
considerations. 

The urban design and land use work being undertaken by the Planning Partnershipjs based 
on these precedents and it trying to balance the downtown redevelopment needs in terms of 
open space and built form with the integration of flood mitigation measures. 

It is to be noted that this work is being undertaken concurrent and in coordination with a 
number of other studies completing the planning and design framework initiated in 2005: the 
implementation of the Main Street North DPS, of the Downtown Beautification program, the 
completion of the Queen West land use and urban design studies, the Higher Order Transit 
EA and study, of the Mobility Hub Area Urban Design Plan and Guidelines, the Downtown 
Heritage Conservation and other smaller studies that are coming for Council discussion and 
public consultation during this year. 

The consultant's work to date can be summarized as it follows: 

- Performed an assessment of the work to date and of the current condition with constraints 
and opportunities focusing on the key topics: built form/streets, public realm/Rosalea Park 
and Connectivity/T rails/creek. 

- Summarized a series of principles for the revitalization, redevelopment and integration of 
the area, identifying it as a major potential asset, attraction and character element. 

- Performed research and identified relevant examples, case studies of similar projects 
across the world with lessons that could be applied 

- Developed preliminary urban design concepts for the Etobicoke Creek Area including a 
context plan, linkages, open space and potential built form concepts based on the technical 
work done to date by AMEC for TRCA. 

Etobicoke Creek Area Revitalization - Background analysis and principles 

The consultant analysis of the background and the existing condition identified opportunities 
and constraint and has focused on the following main issues: 
1. Built Form / Streets 

2. Public Realm / Rosalea Park 

3. Trail / Creek / Connectivity 

Based on the background and existing condition analysis, the consultant summarized in a 
preliminary form a number of general principles for the revitalization of the Etobicoke Creek 
in its Downtown portion. 

Summarized in the motto "The City Faces the River, the City Rediscovers the River" 
these principles include provisions such as the role of the revitalized creek in city-building, 
the integration of flood mitigation measures, the positive relationship between flexible, high 
quality public realm and private built form, enhancement of connectivity and focus on active 
transportation and most importantly the application of the placemaking principles to the 
creation of a memorable, sustainable, 24/7 and all seasons, flexible space. 
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Principles 
TPP has summarized the following revitalization and redevelopment principles for the main 
issues of work in the area: 

1. Built Form 

1.1 Redevelopment sites that face the river and rediscover the river are huge opportunity
 
1.2 Redevelopment in relation to the river provides a driver of change for Downtown
 
1.3 Frames the public realm / park - redefines built form and open space relationship
 
1.4 Urban character with activated street edges - patios, retail, pedestrian realm etc.
 
1.5 Mix of built form including tower with podium base, low rise, mid rise, integration of
 
heritage buildings
 
1.6 Sustainable building including green roofs, integrated natural systems
 

2. Rosalea Park Special Character Area 
2.1 Major asset with redevelopment of entire Downtown core based on main attraction of
 
rediscovered river
 

2.2 New special character area with activated residential & commercial built edge facing river
 
2.3 Urban open space with flexible programming options (not single recreational use)
 
2.4 Program linked to HACE initiative and broader Downtown revitalization
 
2.5 Flood mitigation measures as infrastructure and public realm
 
2.6 Enhance connectivity to Downtown and trail system
 
2.7 Completes Downtown open space system
 
2.8 Enhance social sustainability (gathering spaces, events) inclusive of all users, ages,
 
seasons 

3. Trails and Creek Connectivity 
3.1 Reconnect the Downtown to the River
 

3.2 Access to the river at various entry points and at various elevations
 
3.3 Enhance urban ecology along river and trails (habitat planting, urban canopy,
 
permeability)
 
3.4 Rediscover and celebrate the river - river revitalization has a public education function to
 
connect citizens to participate in watershed health and link to programs such as SNAP
 
3.5 Enhance public health and connectivity with continuous, accessible trail system
 

4. Public Realm - Streets - Development 
4.1 Enhance sustainability, public health and ecology
 
4.2 Create pedestrian-priority streets and complete streets
 
4.3 Improve multi-modal access
 
4.4 Character to be urban with connection to nature, balance new with heritage
 
4.5 Create variety of pedestrian experiences along the river - street edge, urban squares and
 
park
 
4.6 Integrate streets and parks to create places for people
 

The Planning Partnership also looked at the entire context of the area and is proposing to 
apply these general urban design principles in a conceptual Framework Plan. 
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The Framework Plan 

The Framework Plan is looking at the existing open space nodes, at civic and heritage built 
forms, potential pedestrian links, pedestrian proximity as well as of the mobility hub and 
transit. Concepts for the enhancement of the place's character and identity is of "tracing the 
river bed" - to introduce water and interpretation elements that build on the history of the 
place and the remnants of the old creek. 

Potential Development Blocks are also identified for residential, business and institutional 
uses based on the following main potential characteristics of the area: 
• area as major attraction 
• reconnect to natural feature of river 

• special character area / and business attractions 
• linked to mobility hub 
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Urban Design Concept Plan 
The consultant also developed and exploratory concept plan for discussion. The concept 
plan indicates potential treatments of the revitalized channel, the integration of a flood 
protection landform (FPL) in a completely revamped Rosalea Park, enhancement of access, 
linkages and the trail system, potential built form to take advantage of the views and public 
space assets created. Potential alternative concepts for the redevelopment and integration of 
Rosalea Park are being explored. 
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The concept is based on the idea of the "primary connection - to bring downtown to the river" 

Also based on the preliminary study by AMEC and a number of examples and case studies, 
TPP explored the opportunities to reconfigure the channel in order to convey an increased 
quantity of water, reduce flood risk and also to allow public use, beautification and transform 
the channel from a fenced off-limits back into a beautiful, attractive public space, a place 
where people will use and enjoy. 
Ideas such as replacement of the channel slope with useable steps with platforms and vista 
points, partial naturalization, integration of the promenades and trails are being explored. 

Other potential concepts will be further explored such as other configurations and 
possibilities for deepening of the channel, in order to reduce public risk, ensure safety and 
also to ensure a high quality of public realm and this newly rediscovered face of Downtown. 
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TPP also explored built form framing the public realm and illustrated with examples from 
some of the most desirable and attractive cities of the world the concepts of new 
development fronting and taking advantage of the revitalized river and its shores, of the 
redeveloped park system, of the trails, promenade, with treatment at grade including active 
frontages, patios as well as beautiful landscaped areas complete with vegetation, street 
furniture and public art 

A first conceptual rendering illustrate the profound transformation of the channel from public 
usage perspective from a liability to an asset. 

As part of this preliminary work the consultant has assessed the shortlisted mitigation options 
and potential solutions and is working to integrate them within an updated and expanded 
urban design concept for the area. A joint site visit to the Don River Park Flood Mitigation 
Landform Downtown Toronto in April provided additional detail indicated how such a potential 
solution could work and be implemented. (See Appendix 4) 

All these concepts and explorations are still very preliminary and will be further developed as 
part of the joint project. 
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APPENDIX 6:
 
Work Plan and Schedule summary
 

Downtown Brampton Flood Mitigation Study 

Urban Design and Land Use Flood Protection Feasibility Study 
CITY TRCA 

TASK 1 Characterization of Flood Risk 

TASK 1 Background and Land Use • 

• 

' 

JAN 

FEB 
TASK 2 Assess Flood Mitigation Options 

• 

TASK 2 Concept Development til • • 

,, FEBMAR 
• 

* 

TASK4 Final Masterplan and Report TASK4 Recommendations and 

^^M Implementation 

,., ...j. 
• 

• 
• 
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SEPT 
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APPENDIX 7:
 
Power point presentations
 

To be distributed at the meeting 

F:\Office\CA\SPA\2013\rpt_AMT_130517_DECRS Feasibility studies update forCofCMay29.docx 
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